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Former Gardner Museum night watchman Rick Abath is pictured at an undisclosed location in February 2013.

By Andy Rosen, Sara DiNatale and Monica Disare

GLOBE STAFF AND  GLOBE CORRESPONDENTS  AUGUST  07,  2015

BRATTLEBORO — Richard Abath never made a secret of his part in the story of the historic Isabella Stewart

Gardner Museum heist. He talked about it as he worked on an undergraduate degree at the Union Institute &

University, and he made it the topic of his senior paper.

In class, he explained casually that he had been working as a guard when thieves duct-taped him and ransacked

the storied museum’s art collection on March 18, 1990.

“He’s like, ‘I have nothing to hide. I don’t care really,’ ” said Dana

Johnson, who said she took courses with Abath, describing him as

a a low-key guy, a mellow classmate.

Abath’s history with the 25-year-old case came flooding back

Thursday, as federal authorities made available footage of a night

watchman opening the museum’s side door to let in an

unidentified man about 24 hours before the robbery.

Though officials have not officially identified Abath as the guard

in the footage, three people close to the investigation confirmed to

the Globe that it is he.

Video suggests a dry run
of art heist
The footage appears to show a guard give a man

unauthorized access to the museum 24 hours before
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the notorious theft.

 What surveillance video shows

 Release of video raises questions

It’s been known for years that Abath opened the door for two men dressed as police officers on the night the

robbery took place, and was later found bound by duct tape after the paintings were stolen. He was interviewed

by the FBI, but has denied involvement in the heist.

Abath moved to Vermont in 1999 and graduated from college in 2010, according to the Brattleboro Reformer.

For those in this laid-back Connecticut River town who knew the curly-haired, bearded Abath, who is now in his

late 40s, his backstory never came up.

A neighbor recalled him as a friendly man, whose wife’s lovely

singing voice rang out onto the street from their apartment not

far from downtown.

“I rarely ever talk to him, but he’s never been anything but kind,”

neighbor Paul Canon, 53, said on Thursday.

At an address listed for him at a house on Clark Street, a woman

yelled at reporters that “no one by that name lives here” and to

“get away from my front door.” The name Abath was on the

mailbox.

In releasing the new video, officials are now questioning whether the footage depicts a dry run for the heist.

Two years ago, Abath told the Globe he had met with federal agents at a Brattleboro coffee shop a few years

earlier, and again denied any involvement in the theft.

“I totally get it. I understand how suspicious it all is,” Abath told Globe correspondent and author Stephen

Kurkjian in an article published in March 2013. “But I don’t understand why [investigators] think . . . I should

know an alternative theory as to what happened or why it did happen.”

Abath was a 23-year-old Berklee College of Music dropout and a member of a struggling rock band at the time of

the heist, and he was moonlighting as a security guard.

He has admitted that, at that time in his life, he regularly drank alcohol and smoked pot and also occasionally

took LSD and cocaine. He said he sometimes showed up for his midnight shift at the Gardner drunk or stoned,

‘I know I wasn’t supposed to let
strangers into the museum after

hours, but no one told me what to
do if the police showed up.’

Richard Abath 
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but that on the night of the heist he was sober.

That night, the two men disguised as police officers allegedly handcuffed and duct-taped Abath and a fellow

guard before robbing the museum of 13 pieces of prized art.

Yet investigators believe Abath’s partying lifestyle at the time could have led him to meet the kind of people who

might carry out such a crime, and they’ve pointed out that studies show a vast majority of museum robberies

have been inside jobs.

Abath also made other curious moves prior to the heist. He had just given two weeks’ notice to quit the security

job, and on the night of the robbery, about 20 minutes before the thieves arrived, Abath quickly opened and shut

the door just before he replaced another security guard at the security desk.

Abath told the Globe that was his way of double-checking that doors were locked.

“I don’t know what the others did, but I was trained to do it that way,” he told Kurkjian.

And he said he later allowed the men inside because they looked like officers.

“I know I wasn’t supposed to let strangers into the museum after hours, but no one told me what to do if the

police showed up saying they were there to investigate a disturbance,” Abath said. “What was I supposed to do?”

Questions have also arisen about why Abath’s footsteps were the only ones picked up by motion detectors in a

first-floor gallery where one of the paintings was stolen, even though the thieves tripped detectors in other areas.

And the frame of one of the stolen paintings was found by police on the chair of Abath’s boss near the security

desk.

“They wanted to know if I had taken the painting and stashed it somewhere,” Abath told the Globe two years ago.

“I told them, as I’ve said a hundred times before and since, I had absolutely nothing to do with the robbers or the

robbery,” Abath told Kurkjian, who has written a book about the Gardner case titled “Master Thieves: The Boston

Gangsters Who Pulled off the World’s Greatest Art Heist.”

According to those who knew Abath as he attended college, he was unequivocal about his innocence in the case.

Alex Knight, 46, another student who said he went to Union with Abath, said it seemed like his classmate had

nothing to hide and was open to talking about it.

However, Abath could also hold forth on topics including historical obscurities and existentialist theory. Knight

called Abath a “very nice guy, very intelligent, very well read.”

Knight remembers Abath describing what he called an honest mistake, where he accidentally let in men posing as

police officers.
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“I hope that he was not involved in this. I hope that he was telling the truth,” Knight said. “It would certainly cast

him in a different light if in fact he was proven beyond a reasonable doubt that he was guilty. That would alter,

in my mind, his overall character significantly.”

Matt Rocheleau of the Globe staff contributed to this article. Andy Rosen can be reached at

andrew.rosen@globe.com. Sara DiNatale can be reached at sara.dinatale@globe.com. Monica Disare can be

reached at monica.disare@globe.com.
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Shift to online MBA casts light on Simmons’ financial
picture

Simmons College will scrap its bricks-and-mortar MBA in favor of an online-only program that

will accept men.

Move-in week commotion expected in Boston

Boston’s annual move-in week, which will reach its crescendo Monday and Tuesday, will see

thousands moving into — and out of — apartments.

Things to know before you move in

For many Bostonians, Sept. 1 offers the promise of a new place. But what if that new place is bug-

infested, leaking water, or generally unsafe?

Boy, 4, drowned at Cape beach half-hour after lifeguard
shifts ended

“Just like every other beach there is, we don’t announce when we’re leaving,” said a supervisor at

Corporation Beach in Dennis.

Boston crashes leave 1 dead, 2 injured

Two separate accidents in a span of about 12 hours left one dead and two injured in Boston on Saturday.
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This day in history

Today is Sunday, August 30, the 242d day of 2015. There are 123 days left in the year.

Sunday’s Child is Andy, 10

Andy is a bright, energetic 10-year-old who would benefit from having an active family. He is

currently playing baseball, but has played most sports in their season.

Bird sightings

Bird sightings from the Massachusetts Audubon Society

Vermont police station evacuated after woman turns in hand
grenade

A police station in South Burlington, Vt., was evacuated Saturday afternoon after a resident tried to turn in a

hand grenade.

Dog virus spreading in Rhode Island

Rhode Island health officials say that an unusually high number of canine parvovirus cases have been

reported, and are urging people to vaccinate their dogs.
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First phase of recreational rail trail opens

Communities in northeastern Vermont are celebrating the opening of a recreational rail trail that will

eventually run nearly 100 miles from St. Johnsbury to Swanton.

Man fatally stabbed at P.F. Chang’s in Peabody

An employee of the restaurant in the Northshore Mall has been charged with murder after allegedly stabbing a

co-worker to death.

Three men charged in July shooting death of Jean Louis

Three men face charges in connection with the July shooting death of 20-year-old Jean C. Louis, Boston

police said.

Cape Cod Baseball League president Judy Scarafile
retiring

Scarafile will step aside from her post after 21 years leading the league.

Lottery

Lottery results from Saturday drawings
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Piping plovers increase on N.H. beaches

New Hampshire has seen a big increase in the number of piping plover chicks on state beaches this summer.

St. Paul’s trial posed complex issues for jurors, judge

It was Owen Labrie’s conviction for using a computer to entice the victim that exposes him to the

harshest penalties.
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